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Continuity
Key Concepts
It is a natural ambition for every Jew to serve as a secure link in the great chain of
Jewish history. He can achieve this great happiness by passing on the Torah way of
life to his children and grandchildren. And so the teaching of Torah wisdom to one’s
children is not only a great mitzvah but a great life fulfillment. 

How does a person know that the wisdom he has taught his children is secure and
lasting? If he is granted the privilege of seeing them carry the torch of Torah into
the next generation by successfully raising their own Torah-true children. 

Each child looks to his parents for this essential guidance. And thus each Jew feels a
great blessing if his parents have taken their responsibility seriously and have
served as a worthy role model and guide to their sons and daughters. Thus, just as
the fulfillment of an aged person arises through having worthy grandchildren, there
is great gratification for the sons and daughters in having been granted worthy
parents.  

Exploring Mishlei
:mz̈Fa£̀ mi¦pÄ z ¤x ¤̀ §t ¦z §e mi¦pä i¥p §A mi¦p ¥w §f z ¤x ¤h£r (e)

The crown of elders is [their] grandchildren, and the glory of
children is their parents.

This proverb compares the fulfillment of an elder generation with that of the next
generation. The elder generation sees their mission as having been achieved when
their grandchildren live their lives in the same spirit as the grandparents have done.
When grandparents are rewarded with seeing that, it is deeply gratifying, a true a
crowning achievement for their lives.  

In comparison each younger generation is gratified when they see their parents
working hard to provide them with Torah wisdom. The members of the younger
generation view their parents as their glory.
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Learning Mishlei

 mi¦pä i¥p §A mi¦p ¥w §f z ¤x ¤h£r (e)
:mz̈Fa£̀ mi¦pÄ z ¤x ¤̀ §t ¦z §e

The crown of elders — mi¦p ¥w §f z¤x ¤h£r is their worthy grandchildren — mi¦pä i¥p §A,
and the glory of children —  mi¦pÄ z¤x ¤̀ §t ¦z §e is their worthy parents — mz̈Fa£̀.

Additional Insights

(1) A crown (dẍḧ£r) is an indication of high status and so an elderly person

becomes deserving of special honor if he has worthy grandchildren. (`xfr oa`)

(2) Mishlei refers to the reward of having worthy grandchildren using the
concept of a crown (dẍḧ£r). This is even better than the reward of the glory

(z¤x ¤̀ §t ¦Y) in having worthy parents. Grandparents have the opportunity to

exert positive influence upon their offspring that is even greater than than
the positive influence of children upon their parents. (iiga epiax)

(3) On the other hand the mitzvah that children have in giving honor to their
parents is greater that that due to their grandparents. (zecevn)

(4) The word mi¦p ¥w §f is especially applicable to elderly persons who have

acquired the wisdom of Torah learning. Therefore such individuals are
gratified to see that Torah learning has found its way to their grandchildren.
(ixi`n)

(5) Furthermore, the Chazal teach that if Torah learning continues through
three generations, we can be sure that such learning will never depart from
their descendants. This offers a special motivation for a man to do his utmost
to have learned grandchildren. (dcedin hay ,xrpl jepg)

(6) The love between people and their offspring is fueled by similarity of
character and appearance. Accordingly a person feels love for his children
and grandchildren. The reverse affection is not quite as strong. Although
children love their parents, the attachment to one’s grandparents is
somewhat weaker. (b"alx)
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